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INTRODUCTION

"Meaning is a function of form," according to
Norman Friedman.

He rejects the practice in much of

modern criticism to disregard totally,

in favor of

interpretation, the concrete particulars of a work,
elements such as plot structures,

stylistic devices,

and the actual content of the story."'"

Friedman argues

for concrete substantiation of literary interpretations
and regrets the dearth of formal criticism, an
analytical mode often forsaken for more popular,
thematic topics.

The existing criticism concerning

modern British novelist and playwright David Storey
falls largely into the "popular" category.

Critics

group Storey with working-class writers such as John
Braine and Alan Sillitoe,

and they frequently dissect

his works on the basis of those spiritual and other
elements which create the conflict between the
aesthetic and practical sides of man.

Critics also

comment upon the biographical influence in Storey's
writings.

However,

scholars largely ignore technique

and form in Storey's works.

The bulk of existing

analysis deals with his plays, which outnumber his
novels two to one.

A versatile writer,

(he has
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published twelve plays and six novels),

Storey is also

the author of a humorous quasi-children's book,
and several short stories.
throughout his works,

athlete, or family member,
acceptance in the world,
writing.

Common themes do indeed run

regardless of the medium.

alienated individual, be he

Edward.

(or she)

artist,

The

teacher,

looking for peace and

is usually the focus of his

And Storey does unabashedly draw from his own

personal experiences in creating his conflicts,

for he

has been in turn a professional rugby player, an
artist, and a teacher.

Storey has commented on the

dichotomy that playing Rugby League in the West Riding
of northern England on weekends while attending art
classes in London during the week created in his life.

The West Riding is a curious area, in most
ways the most isolated community in the
British Isles. . . . Its isolation has
resulted in a deepening and an ingrowing of
its particular character and temperament and,
since it is an industrial region, these
actual qualities have been related to very
simple, practical things.
It is an intensely
and even obsessively puritan region.
It
carries with it that profound and ironical
puritan distrust of the isolated and solitary
man: it believes not in the separation of the
individual but in his absorption within
society. . . .
The artist is viewed not merely with
suspicion but with condemnation.
Through the
solitariness of his activity alone he 9
undermines the foundations of this society.

Storey himself,

then,

seems to have felt the alienation
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which dominates the people of his novels.

His

characters represent facets of his own personality and
experiences.
Life,

Arthur Machin,

the hero of This Sporting

is a professional Rugby League star.

Margaret

Thorpe of Flight Into Camden escapes the confines of
Northern England society by fleeing to London,

a

journey similar to Storey's own weekly expeditions.
Colin Freestone is an art instructor in A Temporary
Life.

Saville's hero, Colin Saville,

rises above low

working-class origins and escapes his father's fate of
a life in the coal-mining pits, a fate Storey also
escaped.

The theme of each of these novels is a

variation of the conflict Storey speaks of having dealt
with in his own existence,

alienation and acceptance.

We can easily trace the origins of Storey's
favorite theme, but though the autobiographical
elements in Storey's works are interesting, our concern
is not with Storey's life but with the product of that
life, his literary works.

In choosing format. Storey

has said that playwrighting is a "holiday," but his
novels appear as virtual acts of despair.

3

These

remarks remind us that the author's choice of medium is
no accident,

but rather a willful and hopefully

artistic decision.

Within a chosen medium an author

makes further technical decisions on matters such as
point-of-view and structure,

all ideas again bearing

upon the way to best present his materials.
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A recent review,

for

instance,

of David Plante's

The Country illustrates very nicely for us the
importance of narrative perspective.

The style is spare; its plainness, however,
is felt as a token of the author's sincerity.
. . and it is the bare style that convinces.
It is the way people sound when the depth of
their feelings forbids adjectives.
See, for example, how the bare style works
to make the emotion of this scene
transparent.
Daniel has come home after a
year's absence to find his mother sadly
deteriorated:
Small and bent, she seemed to me to be
wandering alone, among large people she
did not know.
She shuffled, her hand out, from
chair back to chair back.
With a great heave of my chest, I
went to her and put my arms around her.
I realized, when I held her, how twisted
her body had become.
She pushed against
my chest to look up at me to see who was
holding her.
She said, "Oh Daniel."
All my feelings went out to her.
. . . Critics praise writers for their voices
as if they were singers.
Mr. Plante,
however, creates an objectively realized
situation instead of a voice dominating the
situation.
This makes his novel dramatic; it
could be a play, so little does the narrator
obtrude.
It all seems lifelike, but^it owes
this effect to an austere technique.

The reviewer praises Plante's technique,
dramatic.

calling it

We may compare the passage above to this

excerpt from David Storey's first novel, This Sporting
UJLe..
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I made a start to follow her, but my mother
staggered over to the doorway.
"Leave her!"
she cried out, tottering
with her rush,
holding on to the door frame to keep her
balance.
"How could you!
How could you
Arthur ! "
She was trembling so violently she could
hardly stand up.
"How could you! You can't
go back. "
"That's what you think of her!"
"I'm not ashamed.
You can't go back—not
now.
Not to what she is."
"Tell me!
Have you always felt this way
about her?"
"It's for your own good, Arthur.
Believe
me, it's your own good.
I can't see you do
it.
I can't see you do something like that."
"We're trying to help you, son," my father
said, helpless.
"And what of her—mustn't anyone help her?
What's she going to do?" 5
"She's no good," my mother warned.

David Storey's novelistic technique is also dramatic.
A quick comparison between Plante's spare excerpt and
Storey's leaves no one in doubt as to which is the
sparer of the two,

for Storey's passage fails to

provide even the few telling phrases in Plante's piece
like "she seemed" or

"I realized."

The excerpt cited

from This Sporting Life is almost purely scene.
Nothing occurs which could not be visualized upon a
stage.

Storey usually confines himself to strict

description of externals.

The logical conclusion is

that Storey's experience as a playwright influences his
novels; curiously, however, Storey wrote three novels
before he ever began writing plays.
A number of twentieth-century critics have tried
to correct the neglect of technique on the part of
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previous centuries of criticism.

Of course,

the

general study of technique goes back much further.
brief

A

review of the critical tradition concerning

matters of technique, particularly point-of-view and
structure,

is necessary in order to evaluate the

technique David Storey uses in his novels.
Friedman ranks point-of-view first among technical
considerations, pointing out that it has long been a
concern of scholars.

Authors dating back as early as

Plato show a concern with such matters.®

But it was

not until Henry James that fictional technique first
gained prominance.
argument for

In the Prefaces

r

he makes his

"showing"

rather than "telling," to use

Percy Lubbock's terms.

James remarks in conjunction

with this debate that "There is no economy of treatment
without an adopted,

a related point-of-view.""^

James

favored dramatic presentation in his choices of
point-of-view.

His theory sparked the combustion of

modern criticism of technique.

Indeed,

two important

works of criticism shortly appeared based upon James's
theories.

In 1918 Joseph Warren Beach organized a

deliberate approach to studying fictional technique.
Percy Lubbock added his own ground-breaking ideas in
1921.
Beach considered his study an examination of
twentieth-century technique.

"Exit Author" was the

predominant characteristic of modern fiction.
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Commenting upon the cramatic mode,

Beach praises it for

giving the reader a sense of immediacy.

He also tries

to distinguish betv/een the various types of
point-of-view, again with his prime focus upon the idea
of objectivity.

Beach maintains that first-

person narrative helps to realize this dramatic ideal,
and that through a particular character's consciousness
an author can provide exposition for the story as well
as its center of action.

The same can be achieved with

third-person if the narrative focuses upon a single
g
individual long enough to fix the reader's interest.
Beach's study was a beginning, providing the
parameters for the nebulous subject of point-of-view,
which,

several years later Percy Lubbock expanded in

his study of narrative technique.

Again looking to

Henry James as a point of reference,

Lubbock hailed the

practice of objective, dramatic presentation.
of fiction," according to Lubbock,

"The art

"does not begin

until the novelist thinks of his story as a matter to
be shown,
itself."

9

to be so exhibited that it will tell
Lubbock too advocated the absence of the

author's voice in the presentation of fictional
material.

He organized James's ideas into an ordered

scheme and provided definitive terms such as "picture"
for expository, descriptive material and "scene"

for

information imparted dramatically without comment.
Lubbock recognized the need for a new specific
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terminology for surveying the writer's craft,

and

although these definitions are not without exception
(for there are always fine distinctions in something as
complex as technique)

these generalizations did furnish

a concrete basis for future critics considering the
craft of fiction.
For quite some time Lubbock and Beach remained the
leading critical authorities on narrative technique.
Both men herald

the twentieth-century trend towards

objective presentation in fiction,
the epitome of good writing.
The Rhetoric of Fiction

seeing this mode as

In 1961 Wayne C.

Booth's

appeared in reaction to the

teachings of Beach and Lubbock.

Booth sees technique

as an extremely complex subject not to be easily
categorized and dismissed merely in terms of showing
and telling,

i.e. objectivity and subjectivity based

upon the absence or presence of an authorial voice.
For, as Booth declares,
always present,
to look for it.

"the author's judgment is

always evident to anyone who knows how
Whether its particular forms are

harmful or serviceable is always a complex question,
question that cannot be settled by any easy reference
to abstract rules.

.

.

.though the author can to some

extent choose his disguises, he can never choose to
disappear."'''^

Beach and Lubbock largely viewed the

absence of the author's voice in a work as equivalent
to good technique,

seeing descriptive and summary

a
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pieces as the work of a writer incapable of rendering
this information dramatically.

Booth asserts the

limitations of such an attitude,

supporting his views

by citing the art of masters like Henry Fielding,

very

much an intrusive voice in Tom Jones, yet very much a
skillful and artistic writer all the same.

Booth's

solution to this confused attitude towards this aspect
of technique is to provide further, more specific
terminology to help critics label various formal
considerations.

Booth uses the

to indicate that the author's

term "implied author"

"second self" can be any

one of a number of variations of that personality whom
we infer to be the actual writer,
David Storey.

say Henry Fielding or

A speaking narrator in a work,

dramatized or not,
implied author,

is merely a creation of a certain

and subject to the prejudices or values

or both of this individual."'''1'
overall largely a moral one.

Booth's concern is
Warning

readers of the

complexities involved in creating fiction, he urges
them to read carefully,

looking for truths among the

various guises of fictional technique.

Distance is an

important element to consider in this evaluation of
truth,

for distance largely affects the way we perceive

the information imparted in a story.

Booth says,

"In

any reading experience there is an implied dialogue
among author,
reader.

narrator,

the other characters,

Each of the four can range,

and the

in relation to
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each of the others,
opposition,
aesthetic,
not)

from identification to complete

on an axis of value, moral,
and even physical."

of the narrator

involving distance.
narrator,

intellectual,

The reliability

(or

is central to any discussion
For example,

an unreliable

Booth tells us, will lose credibility if the

distance between that narrator and one or more of the
other parties concerned,
reader,

the implied author,

the other characters in the story,

the

is great.

Also, distance can change in a novel as the plot
progresses,

starting far and ending near or vice versa,

with any number of permutations in between,

depending

upon what type of effect the writer tries to achieve.
Booth cautions us that distance can be most confusing
when a work is impersonally narrated,

for readers might

accept as undisputed truth the contents of a book told
in a supposedly objective manner.
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In conjunction

with this point Booth makes his moral charge to readers
and writers alike:

readers must evaluate fiction

carefully and intelligently,

and authors must not

deliberately and falsely mislead their audiences.
Booth's book is a landmark reference for much of
the criticism of fictional theory that followed.
Norman Friedman recognizes it as such, but in his own
work states that point-of-view should concern us not so
much in terms of morality as in terms of cause and
effect.

Friedman maintains that critics are primarily
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concerned with how an author's choices regarding
point-of-view serve to promote the theme of a fictional
piece.

He cites as the major distinction in narrating

a throwback to the arguments of Beach and Lubbock,
argument involving on the one hand summary,

the

i.e.

telling what has happened,

a mode in which the distance

may be either far or near,

sometimes both, and on the

other hand dramatic scene in which distance is near as
the reader witnesses moment-by-moment presentation.
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Friedman is opposing the tendency to regard technique
purely as a matter in and of itself, a reaction to
thematic criticism as drastic as thematic criticism's
disregard for craft.

He brings the two together,

urging us to regard form as it affects the meaning of a
work in context,

and how the two aspects work together

as complements to create a unified idea.
Friedman's insistence upon keeping context in the
forefront in discussions concerning novel form leads us
to consider the physical form that context takes,
structure.

the

More easily defined and discussed than

point-of-view by virtue of its organizational nature,
structure too holds an important place in any
evaluation of technique.

Henry James regarded

structure as the means of giving art an order not found
in the undisciplined real world.
well-made novel,

14

Beach discusses the

a term patterned after the perfectly

contrived "well-made play"

in France.

Both Beach and

12
Lubbock focus upon the aspects of structure which
contribute to the objective,

dramatic presentation

James so advocates in his discussions of technique.
present a work dramatically,

Beach declares,

emphasize the importance of plot,

To

is to

the externals which

constitute the framework of the novel.
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Lubbock

remarks the importance of specific scene and its
placement:

dramatically presented, a scene can only

portray the here and now,

never a condensation of time

and space.^
Beach and Lubbock mention the aspects of structure
which conform to their ideas of the model authorial
technique.

E.M.

Forster deals with structure as it

relates to the whole of a fictional work.

He notes

three important concepts in formulating a novel's
structure of meaning,

story, plot,

and pattern, naming

rhythm as an important aspect of pattern.

Forster

catalogs these items in graduated order according to
their measure of "interpretability."
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Franz Stanzel is another who draws analogies
between the elements of structure and their meaning.
"Even rudimentary structural elements such as
beginnings,

chapter divisions,

selection of the

fictional world by leaps in time and compression,
choice of point-of-view, and so on,

impose a structure

of meaning on the fictional world.

All this has an

interpretive effect on the reader's imagination."

18

13
Stanzel mentions concrete specifics

to consider when

interpreting the meaning of a work.

All of these

critics recognize the importance of form,
instance physical form,
Friedman maintains,

in this

in evaluating fiction.

As

"Formal causes funnel and dispose

all other causes toward and within the work itself.
Content is changed when it gets into a form.

.

.

. That

is why meaning is a function of form, why we should not
read out of context, why paraphrasing is heretical."
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This final argument exposes the questionable
nature of many modern critical approaches.
example,

For

reading out of context one might find elements

supporting the feminist movement in the works of D.

H.

Lawrence, but anyone familiar with the author's works
as a whole knows that such a topic conflicts with
Lawrence's basic beliefs.

The same argument can be

made for such anachronistic topics as "Freudian
Shakespeare" or

"Marxism in Charles Dickens."

Friedman

merely asks that critics substantiate any hypotheses
they wish to suggest with honest,

accurate references

to the text of the work being discussed.
As stated earlier, virtually no formal analysis of
David Storey's fiction exists.

Besides reviews,

only a

handful of dissertations have even mentioned Storey's
fiction, and then only in conjunction with his drama or
with comparable writers of his time and aimed at
tracing some thematic topic.

The dramatic quality of
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Storey's fictional technique is an interesting point in
relation to his

role as a tv/entieth-century writer, but

it also serves as an interesting point of departure in
an examination of the specifics of his writing craft.
If,

as Friedman claims,

form determines meaning,

then

the specifics of Storey's novelistic construction—his
handling of point-of-view and structure—should define
and promote his favorite theme:

isolation of the

individual.
Sixteen years separate This Sporting Life.
Storey's first book,
novel.

from Saville. his most recent

Not averse to experimentation, Storey's third

novel, Radcliffe,
by critics.

is a homosexual drama that was panned

Pasmore.

brush with insanity.

the fourth novel,

Disregarding these books from

Storey's middle years, we easily find,
speaking,

traces a man's

common traits in Storey's

stylistically

remaining first

pair of novels. This SpQCting Life and Flight into
Camden, and the last two, A Temporary Life and Saville.
These books all contain biographical elements,

and they

exhibit Storey's noted spare dramatic method.

Within

the range of his technical choices Storey consciously
uses distance, both in aspects concerning point-of-view
and structure,

to emphasize isolation in his works.

By

examining these four novels, paying close attention to
his methodical strategies involving distance, we find
interesting developments

in Storey's technique and the
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way that it develops the themes within his fiction.

CHAPTER I:

THIS SPORTING LIFE

David Storey's first novel. This Sporting T.ifef
portrays the brutal world of professional sports.
Drawing from one of the most important of his early
experiences. Storey creates his central character and
narrator, Arthur Machin, a working-class, average man
catapulted into the limelight by his athletic
abilities.

Commenting upon the creation of his central

character, Storey says,

In creating a certain character. . . who
represented all the alien, physical forces of
this life—a creature produced it seemed by
the very physique of the North itself—it was
possible to exorcise the feeling of
alienation itself.
I constructed such a
character. ... I called him Machin, and
within the terms of the materialistic society
which I felt had bred him I watched him, a
physical dynamo, career down his crude path
to destruction.
I was, as far as I was
aware, isolating that half of my temperament
which confused and frightened me the most and
giving it, I h^ged, accommodation and
understanding.

Storey speaks of isolating the character Machin in the
book,

exorcising this aspect of his own personality.

By distancing himself from the largely animalistic
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rugby player,

Storey hopes to gain perspective and

insight into who and what Arthur Machin represents.
Storey works this goal technically into the composition
of This Sporting Life.

Using various aspects of

distancing in the narration of the novel as well as in
the structural arrangement of the story, he achieves
his aim.
Events in This Sporting Life come to us solely
through the eyes of Arthur Machin in a typical
poor-boy-makes-it-good epic.

The first-person

narration neatly follows the teachings of James, Beach,
and Lubbock.

Storey relates his tale dramatically;

what we perceive is life as Arthur Machin lives it.
However, we must remember Booth's caution to consider
the reliability of what comes to us from such a limited
narrator as Machin.

Storey's strategic use of

distancing offers a clue to Arthur's trustworthiness.
The most immediate clue to Arthur's status in This
Sporting Life is his relationships with the other
characters in the novel.

Throughout the book Arthur

seems to struggle with some nebulous force which keeps
him apart from other people.

He is never fully

comfortable in his relationships with the people of the
sporting world or the ones he encounters in his
personal life.
Arthur occasionally favors the reader with his
impressions of the people he encounters in his life.
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Storey gradually omits this sort of detailed insight
almost completely from his novels,

(in A Temporary Life

the narrator Colin Freestone offers no comment other
than giving descriptions of externals)

but in This

Sporting Life Machin offers a fair amount of
commentary.

Through his opinions of and experiences

with others we learn much of Arthur's situation.

In

many ways Arthur is a typical egotistical superstar.
Selfishly motivated, Arthur views all persons and
situations purely from the standpoint of his own
convenience.

His relationship with Johnson,

Rugby club supporter,

is an example.

the old

Machin uses

Johnson to gain a spot on the City Rugby League Club at
Primstone.

After he has his position, however, Arthur

barely tolerates Johnson's presence, allowing no
consideration for the man's age or for what he has done
for him.

I found it odd that he, Johnson, should
resent being hurt; should resent my hurting
him.
He seemed to be somebody who always had
been hurt, and who was always going to be
hurt, whatever he might or might not do.
I
didn't like hearing him complain to me.
If I
didn't hurt him somebody else would.
Why
should he blame me for it—making me out to
be a bully?
(p.43)

Arthur

is unthinking.

In the scene above he does not

hesitate to use brute force
although in semi-jest)

(twisting Johnson's arm,

on a man old enough to be his
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father.

Arthur

registers Johnson's disapproval of his

actions, but he does not think to explore for us his
own motives for not respecting the old man.
on an external level.

He exists

This later encounter with

Johnson in which Arthur tries to give Johnson payment
for his help in attaining Arthur's position with the
club

is even more telling.

"You hurt me Arthur.
You press yourself on
people.
You try and make me think like you
want me to.
You shouldn't have thought I'd
want money—paying for it.
You spoil it."
"Well, I don't reckon I wanted to do that.
But you know it's been a money proposition
for me from the word go. . . .
"Because let me tell you straight, I don't
enjoy getting knocked around for people's
amusement.
You see what I mean Dad?
I only
enjoy it if I'm getting paid a lot for it."
(pp. 65-66)

Arthur alienates Johnson with his brutality and his
mercenary attitude.

He is unable to prevent himself

from doing so because of a character flaw.
reviewer says,

One

"Machin is a King Midas in

reverse—everything he touches turns to dross."

21

Machin plays well in Rugby League, but he is not
always a team player.

This causes further difficulties

for him and alienates his fellow athletes.

Fifteen minutes of the first half passed and
I'd never even touched the ball. . . It took
me most of the first half to realize I was
being starved of the ball by my own team.
It
was the hooker, Taff Gower, who was

20'

organizing it, I decided; ... I gathered he
mustn't like me.
I might be keeping one of
his mates out of the team, stopping a wage.
I didn't worry about this.
I just saw an
early end to my ambitions. . . . "Why're you
keeping the ball from me?" I asked him.
His
head was upside down, waiting for the ball to
come in, but he was grinning, fairly
politely.
I could see the back of his
throat,
When he spat I couldn't move my
head.
I didn't think he could like me.
I waited three scrums to make him feel
relaxed and also to get the best opportunity.
I kept my right arm real loose. ... I swung
my right fist into the middle of his face,
(pp. 38-39)

The scene Arthur relates is revealing.

Arthur feels he

is being unfairly treated by his team members.
However, we must ask if Arthur's impressions are
reliable.

He is overly concerned with the trappings of

a professional athlete, money and glory.

He

automatically attributes these values to everyone else
he knows,

in these instances his sponsor, Johnson, and

his teammate, Gower.

And the only viable solution to

his difficulties is again brute action.
his own way;

Arthur forces

he does not accomodate.

Machin's romantic relationship with Mrs. Hammond,
his landlady, also turns to dross.

He begins boarding

with her purely for convenience's sake,

and their

romantic involvement is also largely that—it is
convenient.

Given his nature, Arthur finds gentleness

difficult.

She was

really bitter.

I wondered how

21

_

Williams would have handled her.
Beaten her
up?
Slapped her down—he'd at least have
done that.
That could be the smart way a
tiger acted.
Rough.
(p. 31)

Their relationship is trying.
with two small children,

Mrs. Hammond,

a widow

is in the awkward position of

needing someone but not wanting to sacrifice what few
values she holds.
fame,

Arthur falsely believes his charm,

and money are enough to satisfy his lover, and

that he need not expend any emotional effort to win
her.

True to form,

Machin treats her callously and

predictably refuses responsibility for his actions.

I found I wasn't blaming myself.
I wasn't
all that responsible, I told myself.
Don't
tell me she's that innocent.
She's been
married.
I wouldn't have tumbled like that
if I hadn't thought. . . . (p.97)

Arthur is incapable of objective contemplation or
self-examination.
selfish,

His narration reveals him to be

irresponsible,

insensitive,

He is none-too-ethical either,

greedy, and vain.

for he does not hesitate

to use his brute strength to gain his wants, be it by
arm-twisting an old man, belting a teammate in
unsportsmanlike conduct, or slapping around his
mistress.

Booth's remarks about limited and unreliable

narrators come to mind.
Arthur's,

The only ideas we have are

but there is enough controverting evidence in

his actions and in the dialogue of the other characters
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of the story to discredit Machin's claims.

Mrs.

Hammond summarizes Arthur's character neatly in this
tirade.

"Everything you've touched I'll burn. . . . You
can't see yourself.
You just can't see.
A
better life than any other woman on the street!
My life is hell!
I can't lift my head without
somebody pointing at me and saying I'm your. .
.slut!"
"Who says that?"
"Who says that?
Just listen to him.
Who? .
. ."
She choked with laughing, with pulling up
laughter, strangled, from her belly.
"Is God
hurt because somebody calls me a slut?
Is God
going to go out there in his big motor-car and
knock them down. . . knock them down because
they don't say good morning to his kind of dirt?
Well—you hit them!
Massacre them!
You smash
and tear them up until there isn't two bits of
them together!
Just you make sure they won't
ever do it again. . . . They all laugh at you.
Now, that's surprising, isn't it?
They all
point you out.
Did you know that?
They think
you're trying to be different."
(p. 177)

Mrs.

Hammond's emotional outburst reinforces what we

have already learned about Arthur from Arthur himself.
Her remark about his impression upon others calls to
mind Storey's remark about the intolerance people of
the North Riding have for anything different.

Arthur

strives for something, perhaps individuality, at least
recognition,

in his life,

but he cannot attain it.

He

lacks insight and the sensitivity to form meaningful
relationships with others.
The passages from the text reveal how Arthur
distances,

isolates himself from his fellow characters,
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whether deliberately or

inadvertently.

We as readers

also find ourselves distanced from Arthur—physically
(to borrow Booth's adjective)

unless we are

professional athletes or from a working-class
background,

ethically unless we are brutes.

implied author,
Machin,

The

therefore, also distances himself from

for Arthur comes across largely in an

unsympathetic light.

However,

not totally uncompromising.

this view of Machin is

Examining the structure of

This Sporting Life, we find not only further emphasis
upon Machin's isolation but also a slight but important
progression in our knowledge of the central character
and thus a wavering

in our dislike of him.

The physical structure of This Sporting Life is an
interesting study.

Recalling Stanzel's claim that

choices like chapter divisions, beginnings,

etc.

contribute to a significant end, we must study Storey's
particular choices in this novel.

This Sporting Life

is neatly divided into two unequal parts. Part One
containing five chapters,

Part Two containing six

chapters.

Within this outer framework Storey organizes

his plot.

Time has a noticeable role in the novel.

Chapters in Part One alternate between the present
tense and flashback,
to Arthur's story.

providing much of the background
Part Two comes to us scenically,

following Arthur's step-by-step path to eventual
oblivion.

One critic believes the alternate time

sequences

in Part One of This Sporting Life allow us a

distance from which to view Arthur's growth and
development into his present state.
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The fluctuating

presentation gives us scope not conceivable in a purely
dramatic,

scenic presentation of events.

The dual structure of the novel also reveals a
change in the distancing Storey uses.

In the first

half of This Sporting Life Arthur's concerns are
totally self-centered.

However,

Machin, a slight growth,

a growth occurs in

to be sure, but a gain of some

self-awareness nevertheless.

This awareness concerns

Arthur himself as well as others.
with Mrs. Hammond,

for example,

His relationship

is one experience which

gradually affords Arthur some discipline.

Early in the

book Machin speaks of his relationship with Mrs.
Hammond.

Her life, while I had known her, had been
taken up with making herself as small as
possible. . . . That was her aim.
And it was
exactly opposite to mine.
It was mainly this
I resented. . . . She was withdrawing and
lying down.
I hated her for it.
For not
seeing me: how I could help her.
Everything
was bad.
Even me.
Nothing counted any more.
Not even me.
(p.69)

At this stage Arthur believes his Jaguar and the money
he earns playing professional
could need or desire.
"seeing" him,

rugby are all anyone

He accuses Mrs.

Hammond of not

but he cannot see that she does not need
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the superficial comforts he offers.

Many years later

his relationship with this woman is defunct,
his clumsy efforts to keep the connection.
though, Mrs.

despite
In the end,

Hammond is hopitalized and needs Arthur.

He offers her physical comfort only,

true,

a private room for her in the hospital.

by procuring

But at last

Arthur channels his energies in a worthwhile direction,
as he himself recognizes.

I felt elated—an elation compressed by some
bitterness and by self-reproach, as if at
last, really at last, I'd got hold of
something which before had always slipped my
grasp, and which I wasn't too clumsy to hold.
Now it was real, and it held me.
I was no
longer alone.
(p.234)

That Machin can only connect with Mrs.

Hammond on a

superficial level signifies his still basic inability
to communicate further.

He does, however, make a

progression in a fruitful direction.
Arthur's awareness grows concerning himself as
well as others.

Perhaps the best

example of this

development appears when comparing parts of the opening
and closing scenes of This Sporting Life.

Frank creaks the bench beside me,
unconsciously pressing his great bulk against
my arm. . . .I'm smiling at him; I'm always
smiling at him—he has that humility
professionals acquire after a life of hard
grinding.
It's the lack of arrogance I like
most in Frank.
I don't mind him being
captain, and I don't begrudge him his age.

Soon he'll have finished playina for good,
(p.10)

Machin makes this speech when he is young and cocky.
He is new to the team,

and although he has just had six

front teeth knocked out, he has the confidence of youth
and is not frightened by the brutal implications of his
new life.

He notices certain good qualities in Frank,

but he does not seem capable of really understanding
them and incorporating them into his own life.
end of the book ten years have passed.

By the

Frank's

condition seems a bit more sinister.

I knew what occupied Frank most—the fear of
letting go of football, of the popularity,
the money, and the friendship maybe, and
subsiding into the obscurity of his fellow
miners, a has-been.
This abrupt diminishing
of life, just at the point when according to
the rules it should be getting larger, was a
fear he had come to recognize too late.
It
was Frank's first sign of softness.
It was
something I didn't care overmuch to think
about.
(p. 245)

Frank's mortality, and Arthur's final awareness of and
empathy with Frank's plight,

focuses his attentions on

the brutal futility of his own future.
Frank will eventually happen to him,
already happened.

What happens to

if it has not

This is a possibility Arthur would

not have considered at the start of the novel.
however,

he is more knowing,

the end of

Now,

and in his final game near

the novel Arthur voices his awareness of the
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trap he inhabits.

I began to resent the activity around me.
An
old way of escape.
I looked to the life that
wasn't absorbed in the futility of the game.
. . I was ashamed of being no longer young. .
• •
I despised myself for not feeling hate for
the man who'd torn my nostril.
I was used to
everything now.
Ten years of this, ten years
of the crowd—I could make one mistake, one
slight mistake only, and the whole
tragedy
of living, of being alive, would come into
the crowd's throat and roar its pain like a
maimed animal.
(pp. 251-52)

The narrator of This Sporting Life at last realizes and
recognizes the eventual isolation inherent to people of
his status.

This passage is more philosophical than

any other of Arthur's remarks throughout the novel.
Though he sees that life is more than a rugby game, he
realizes that it is the vicious circle he is trapped
in.

No hero, no athlete can endure in this brutal

world.

Machin's awareness of this fact and his

inability to alter his own fate is tragic.

His own cry

is that of a maimed animal, wounded but incapable of
helping itself.
The animal simile in Arthur's soliloquy is
particularly fitting in this book, because Storey uses
the animal,

specifically the ape, as a structural motif

to further the plot and reinforce the theme of Arthur's
isolation.

Through this technical choice, Storey

brings into play Forster's statement recorded in the
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introduction concerning the importance of rhythm in the
meaning of a story.
Storey introduces his ape motif gradually,
initially through indirect references.

In the first

rugby match at the opening of the novel Machin runs
down the field "swinging the ball between
(p.8),

very much like an ape.

Judith,

(his)

hands"

the mayor's

secretary, nicknames Machin "Tarzan," after the
legendary ape-man, and when Arthur is locked into a
bedroom at Weaver's party he escapes by climbing out of
the window and along the roof, hand over hand, very
much like an ape.

As the novel progresses Arthur

recognizes this anamalistic quality within himself,
naming it specifically:

"I felt like a big ape given

something precious to hold, but only squashing it in my
big,

clumsy, useless hands.

apologize,"

(p.162).

I couldn't even

Machin particularly feels this

inadequacy within himself in his relationship with Mrs.
Hammond.

He lacks the sensitivity to communicate with

her.

I couldn't make her feel that wasn't true.
I
was the big ape again, known and feared for
its strength, frightened of showing a bit of
soft feeling in case it might be weakness.
I
might like all these nods and waves and
nervous twitches that my passage along the
road created, but they were always some
distance away.
People wouldn't act like that
if they were close.
I wanted a bit more than
a wave.
I wanted to have something there for
good; I wasn't going to be a footballer for
ever.
But I was an ape.
Big, awe-inspiring,
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something interesting to see perform.
feelings.
(pp. 163-164)

No

The ape is a symbol to Arthur in much the same way that
it is to Eugene O'Neill's Robert Smith
HfliCy Ape.

(Yank)

in The

Like Yank, Arthur feels himself to be a

sort of freak,

isolated from other men,

and like Yank

he seeks futilely for an escape from his captivity.
Perhaps both men fail because they lack the character
required to gain true freedom.
Storey manipulates,

then, various narrative and

structural elements to reinforce his theme of isolation
in This Sporting Life.

Arthur as a limited and also

unreliable narrator alienates his audience as he
isolates himself from his fellow man through his rough
and often crude behavior.

Storey furthers his meaning

by stringing a common motif throughout the work.
Characterized as an ape, Machin finally recognizes and
acknowledges his own failings and limitations, even if
he does not fully understand them.
ends with scenes from Rugby matches.

The book begins and
By twice taking

us step-by-step through the brutality of the game,
Storey reiterates the endless futility of existence for
such individuals as Arthur,

doomed to a shallow,

isolated existence in the vicious game of life.

And we

realize Arthur's plight as much through Storey's
technical handling of the content of this novel as
through his choice of subject matter in This Sporting
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CHAPTER II:

FLIGHT INTO CAMDEN

David Storey published his second novel,
Into Camden.

F1ight

in 1960, the same year he produced This

Sporting Life.

The proximity of these two books

frequently connects them in criticism concerning
Storey.

Storey himself speaks of Flight Into Camden.

with its feminine narrator, as an emotional rendition
of his isolation theme,
depicts largely

just as This Sporting Life

the physical side of life.

two novels are complements.
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Thus the

Interestingly, however,

Storey's second first-person novel is much more
objective and detached in its narration than This
Sporting Life, despite its supposedly emotional flavor.
The prose of Flight Into Camden is also noticeably
sparer than the already economical treatment in This
Sporting Life.
later novel,

Margaret Thorpe,

the voice of the

is much more reserved than Arthur Machin

in her observations about life and about others.
Margaret,

the unmarried daughter of a traditional

working-class family,
environment.
to,

is very much a product of her

Educated above the station she was born

she resists conforming to the expected code of

ethics she knows,

her behavior isolating her from her
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family.
her

However, Margaret's isolation is deeper than

rift with the lower classes.

Something within

Margaret herself alienates her from others and
establishes a distance felt by all the characters of
her novel as well as its readers.

Storey develops this

idea through a skillfully contrived narrative
perspective and handling of plot,

so that we observe

Margaret's isolation in a meaningful framework.
Distancing in the narration of Flight Into Camden
highlights the theme of isolation in this work.
Margaret finds herself,

like Arthur Machin,

inexplicably withdrawn from other people.

Unlike

Arthur, however, Margaret seems to be a reliable
narrator.
lucidly;

Her observations come to us objectively and
her vision seems broader than Arthur's

telescopic perspective.

Yet this knowledge on her part

emphasizes rather than minimizes the isolation she
feels.

Margaret clinically relates her story.

Speaking of her relationships with her family and with
her lover, Howarth,

she reveals that these

relationships are not truly close.

Her perspective

emphasizes this fact.
There is a distance between members of Margaret's
working-class family,

a fact immediately apparent as

she opens her story at the funeral of her grandfather.
Funerals and weddings are events that normally bring
families closer.

However, Margaret says of her own
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kin,

Not all of my father's family were there. . . .
The family didn't keep in touch.
It might be
Christmas itself before they'd all heard of his
death. ... No one looked grieved, except my
father and perhaps my Uncle Jack.
None of the
men wore full blacky,. . . Michael merely
watched the coffin.

One senses immediately the dearth of sorrow,
lack of any emotion on this occasion.
of no personal sorrow.
situation,

indeed the

Margaret speaks

She merely describes the

stating why the family is not there

but

making no comments about the emotional aspect of this
event.
The alienation in Margaret's family is due partly
to the fact that both Margaret and her brother Michael
have been educated above their class.

They no longer

share common interests or values with their coal-miner
father or their mother.

Margaret relates an argument

occurring early in the story in which Michael discusses
family guilt and obligation with their father and their
older brother. Alec.

"Let them get on with it," my father said. . . .
"Our Michael only says these things to be
different. . . ."
"It's our Michael," Alec said.
"He talks
about my dad as if he didn't owe him a thing."
"That's just it," Michael said.
"I feel I do
owe him something.
He's made us feel that.
He
needn't have given us an education. . . and you
don't want to laugh. Alec.
Because you're going
to do exactly the same thing to your family.
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It's because, fundamentally, my dad felt it was a
guilty thing to have children.
And you do as
well."
(p. 45)

Margaret narrates this scene very sparingly.

But

through the dialogue we sense the estrangement between
Michael and the other male members of the family.

His

education gives him a broader perspective of life than
that dictated by working-class morality.
Margaret's own difficulties in relating to her
family stem largely from her failure to conform to her
expected role in life,

a move always suspect with

members of the working-class, to recall Storey's
remarks cited earlier.
and reproduce.

To conform, Margaret must marry

She fails to do these things, and her

failure makes her an outcast in her own home.

Her

relationship with her mother suffers.

She hated me in the house when she was
working. . . . She disliked having two women
contending for the housework.
At times she
was unwillingly malicious, her small round
figure emanating an impotent rage, like a
child's in her own household. . . .
She swung her gaze round to me.
She'd
longed for me to be like her.
"You don't
have to be that way, Margaret."
"No, but what's the choice?
To live like
this, here, or to live like Alec's wife,
blooming with health and children. . . and as
empty as a tin can."
"Oh, Margaret."
She was shaken.
"Nora's
a fine mother.
They couldn't have a better
mother."
"But I don't want to be a mother."
"Love. . . it's not like you. . ." She
struggled to find her words.
"It's just like me!
Why have I stayed
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like this, like I am?
Being a mother—it's
just the end of everything.
Just to go on
like that. . . like any cat or dog.
It makes
nothing of me.". . .
"You're a woman, Margaret," she said.
"What d'you reckon you're talking about?"
"Of course I'm a woman.
I'm a woman, not
a mother. ..."
"You mustn't come to me, then," she said,
"when you find out how you've cheated
yourself."
(pp. 56-60)

Margaret's status as a single woman isolates her.

She

alienates her family by being different, not marrying;
marriage she views as the animalistic instinct to mate
and reproduce.

Margaret wants more from life, but she

seeks that more in the company of an ineligible suitor,
Gordon Howarth,

a married man.

By consorting with him,

she violates her family's moral codes,

furthering her

isolation from them.
Her relationship with Howarth is not ideal.

Their

union lacks any real connection, possibly because
neither of these lovers is capable of a truly close,
intimate relationship.

Upon first meeting Howarth at a

party at Michael's school, Margaret says,
odd man out.'

"'You're the

'Aren't we all?'" he replies.

The

couple seems drawn together by their mutual feelings of
isolation.

They speak of these feelings on their

second meeting.

"You don't like people coming near you?"
He waited, then said, "I like them to keep
their distance, if that's what you mean."
"Then you're like me," I told him, almost
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vehemently.
"Am I?" He smiled to himself.
He was
stroking grass with the palm of his hand.
"Yet I don't mean physically.
You don't like
to be touched.
Aren't I right? . . . It's
the emotional kind of touching I draw away
from," he said.
(pp. 32-33)

Howarth and Margaret find companionship in their mutual
feelings of detachment from mankind.

This detachment,

however, also keeps them from abandoning their
detachment with each other.

The distance Margaret

feels from her working-class family comes from a
conflict of social ethics.

Her distance from Howarth

comes from within.

"You acted so coldly up there. ... Do you
feel frightened of showing your feelings?"
"I don't give myself as easily as most
people, that's all."
"You don't seem to care about it."
"I wasn't meaning so much making love.
I'm slow to place any emotion—even
friendliness."
"It amounts to the same thing. . . . There
doesn't seem to be any bodily response in
your nature.
It's all closed up inside, and
you won't let anyone in. . . ."
I felt disillusioned by my own slowness
and lack of response.
I'd never been so
astonishingly aware of it before, and yet I
was unashamed: I'd taken something from him,
and now he rebelled at not being able to get
it back.
(p. 64)

Here we have the source of Margaret's isolation—an
inherent reserve,

a lack of feeling.

makes her an impartial,
events in her

life,

This reserve

objective narrator of the

but it also keeps her from forming
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a deep liason with Howarth,
emotional participation.
within herself too,

and he resents her lack of

She is aware of this distance

but she does not see it as

something to overcome,

for she says she is unashamed of

her lack of involvement.

The lovers'

relationship

begins to sour, perhaps because neither Margaret nor
Howarth can truly give to the other.

Howarth blames

Margaret's attitude.

"You've got this so sane attitude to
everything—that it mustn't impose itself, it
mustn't show what it feels.
It makes
everything lifeless and undistinguished,
it
destroys everything."
(p. 105)

Margaret's way is simply to critically observe.

This

quality of hers lends accuracy to her narration, but
hinders her personal involvement, certainly her
capability for passion.

She mercilessly scrutinizes

even her lover, her one attempt at involvement in life.
In this scene, her description of Howarth is coldly
analytical.

I had a habit, when I was lying on a bed and
Howarth was across the room, of twisting my head
into the sheets so that I could see him upside
down.
His face appeared like a piece of
apparatus, mechanical and amusingly inhuman. . .
. It pleased me to be able to turn him at times
into a machine, the strange perspective reducing
all his humanity to the automatic movement of a
puppet or a doll.
Eventually this machine amused me less.
(p.
193)
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This last excerpt reemphasizes the distance
Margaret maintains from the people she knows,
her

even from

lover and hopeful rescuer from her feelings of

isolation.

As readers, we are distanced not so much by

Margaret's narration, which is reliable, but by her
reserve.

Her clinical detachment creates a cold

atmosphere that puts her entire situation in a state of
isolation,

stagnation.

It is difficult to intuit the

feelings of the implied author, whether he approves of
Margaret or disapproves of her,

from his painstakingly

neutral portrayal of her character.

The entire effect

caused by the narrative perspective is a cold,
uninvolved,

spare statement of events,

leaving us

neutral observers of Margaret's life in Flight into
Camden. perhaps as distanced and disinterested as
Margaret herself.
Storey's handling of Margaret's first-person
narration embodies the qualities James, Beach,
Lubbock praise in objective,
Booth,

and

dramatic narration.

too, would approve of Margaret's merciless

reliability as a narrator.

Judith Dotson Harris points

out one exception to Margaret's objectivity.
Margaret's working-class background influences her
perspective.

The working-class facet of Margaret's

character figures prominently in the plot of the bock.
Storey works this working-class element into the
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structure of Flight into Camdenf

using it integrally

cc

further the theme of isolation in this work.
The events of Flight into Camrien come to us
largely through scene.

Only six months pass between

the first and last pages of the novel as opposed to the
ten years covered in This Sporting Life.

The scenic

rendition of plot brings us closer to the events taking
place, but Margaret relates her story completely in
past tense, giving us the distance and perspective of
time to evaluate what has occurred.

There are no

separate parts dividing the structure of the novel, no
complex treatment of time and place.

Flight into

Camden's fourteen chapters are linear in progression.
There is no recognizable growth of self-knowledge
within Margaret that parallels plot development as
there is with Arthur in This Sporting Life, but Storey
does again use a strong motif which flows through the
book on many levels, highlighting the theme of
isolation and providing a recognizable and sympathetic
pattern to Margaret's existence.
The title of this work is a key to the motif with
which Storey reinforces the meaning of the book.
Flight figures prominently in the novel.
depicted as a hunted figure.

Howarth is

After their second

meeting when Howarth suddenly leaves a parade, Margaret
says of him,

"It seemed as though he'd been driven
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away"

(p.

35).

her parents,

Later,

calling for her at the home of

"He looked as if he'd been chased to the

door,

as

if he'd come to the house for protection"

86).

Howarth does not fit into Margaret's

(p.

working-class environment, but for different reasons
than Margaret's own lack of identity with it.

Margaret

feels a distance within herself, a distance which
affects her

relationships with her family; but family

ties are strong, and those ties are such a part of her
that Howarth cannot affect them.

Howarth was an outcast from all this, I was
sure.
He'd been left behind; he'd been
chased out.
Coming to London was his
acceptance of his situation.
He'd declared
his absence completely by withdrawing.
He'd
accepted it at last, declaring himself out of
favor.
Yet where had he withdrawn to?
(p.
142)

Howarth apparently does not belong anywhere.

He cannot

conform to the ideals of the working class, yet he has
no other comfortable designation.

He is,

then, a

cipher in society, a fact he acknowledges himself in
his letter to Margaret in the last pages of the book.

"You might say the hounds have me at last.
I
wish at times I was a hound like you.
Doing
things together, in groups.
Never useful if
he's alone. ... I suppose I'll end up in a
cage now as an oddity.
"Look what happened
to old Howarth," will be the caption, and
people will look at me with a funny smile.
What makes a man like me?
It's a useless
question, isn't it?
I'm just there, without
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a purpose.
So I end up as a decoration.
The
only way I can be accepted on my own terms is
by being inconspicuous. . . .I'm leaving
London.
I'll be gone by the time you get
this.
I've no idea where I'm going.
I'm
just going—perhaps one more run before the
hounds really get me."
(pp. 230-231)

Howarth speaks of

"hounds" and calls Margaret a

"hound," his term for people of the tightly-knit
working-class.

Howarth is unlike these people and

therefore alienated and shunned.

Margaret is perhaps

more embedded in this life than she admits.

Her brief

liason with Howarth leads to her own temporary exile,
and for a while she,

like him and along with him,

flees.
From the start of their relationship flight
shadows the couple.
says,

At Michael's school party Margaret

"We seemed to have been chased from one place to

another since we'd met"

(p. 21),

and after one of their

outings she describes their return home by saying "We
were like rabbits hurtling back to the warren"

(p.

72).

When they run away to London to start another life
together

(another instance of flight),

she says,

seemed to have been chased the whole journey"

"We

(p. 132).

Margaret's father best characterizes the nature of the
couple's relationship,

telling them "You'll be running

from place to place like a couple of filthy dogs"
183).

(p.

As a couple living together without the sanctity

of marriage bonds, Margaret and Howarth become the
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victims of a fierce moral hunt.

Indeed, Margaret's

family literally captures her and brings her back to
the fold by finally sending Michael to fetch her from
her sinful existence in London.

On the broadest level,

the entire plot of Flight into Camden follows a pattern
of flight.

Margaret rebels against the expected role

of becoming a wife and mother and producing future
generations of working-class people.

She flees home

into the oblivion of London and Camden town with her
married lover.

The end of the novel,

however,

finds

Margaret back at home, dating an acceptable young man,
secure in the company of her family.

Her

sister-in-law's words at the book's end summarize
Margaret's situation:

"Won't you come and have some

tea? We've been waiting for you,

love"

(p.

234).

Margaret flees, but she returns to the familiar,
as Howarth,

just

as she learns, goes back to his wife.

Their flight is futile,

as futile as what they consider

the alternative—predictable existence.

One critic

believes the point of this story to be that people find
happiness only in the familiar.
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Perhaps a flight,

and the brief physical isolation caused by their
journey,

is necessary for Margaret and Howarth to

accept their inherently isolated positions in life.
Storey again uses narrative and structural
elements to underscore isolation as a theme in his
novel.

Margaret is by nature a cool,

objective
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narrator,

telling a tale we perceive from a further

distance since it concerns events past.

The flight

motif works structurally on several levels to emphasize
the isolation of the useless Howarth and the futility
of Margaret's brief,
him.

somewhat dispassionate affair with

Our problem, of course,

is not knowing where

Storey as implied author stands in his view of these
characters.

Since Margaret

is our only source of

information,

and since she does not comment on whether

her final return home is a positive or negative move,
we are left to decide for ourselves what to make of her
situation.

In short. Storey's narrative reticence in

this episode about flight and return to the familiar
reinforces the inherent isolation of people,
those depicted in Flight into Camden.

especially

CHAPTER III:

A TEMPORARY T.TFE

Thirteen years separate the publication of
Storey's second novel. Flight into Camdon,. and his
fifth, A Temporary Life.

During the interim Storey

wrote the two novels which vary somewhat from his
normal "style"

(referring to the heavy allegorical

nature of Radcliffe and the stream-of-consciousness
flavor to Pasmore^, and he began producing plays.

The

seven dramas filling the gap between Flight into Camden
and A Temporary Life may account for the even more
noticeably stringent technique he uses in this later
work.

Storey pares his style to almost skeletal

dimensions in A Temporary Life.
Again using first-person narration, Storey
portrays a brief period in the life of Colin Freestone,
an ex-boxer turned art instructor,

just as Storey

himself was an art teacher for a time after retiring as
a professional athlete.

Freestone spends an interlude

teaching art at a mediocre academy conveniently located
in a village near the mental institution housing his
wife.

A familiar aura of isolation surrounds Colin.

He is new in the village,

and he refers to his work as
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a temporary job,

both things reinforcing his transiency

and status as an outsider.

Yet Colin's isolation goes

deeper than his position as a stranger in town.
very private individual.

He is a

Since he is the narrator as

well as the protagonist of A Temporary Life, Colin's
private manner keeps the reader as well as the other
characters in the novel at a distance, because we have
only his sparse comments to use in evaluating his
situation.

Storey uses this distance technically in

several respects, both in the narrative and the
structural arrangement of his book,

to highlight the

isolation theme in A Temporary Life.
As a narrator, Colin is much less concerned with the
inner workings of people's minds than any of Storey's
previous narrators.
of commentary

Arthur Machin provided a fair amount

(though somewhat limited in viewpoint)

concerning the people and occurrences in his story.
Margaret Thorpe demonstrated more reserve, but still
spoke of her own and other characters'
degree.

feelings to a

Colin, however, never speculates on the thoughts

of others.

In fact, his own thoughts also remain largely

a mystery.

We have only Colin's actions to use in

judging his reliability as a narrator.

As with the two

novels discussed prior to A Temporary Life, Colin's
relationships with others provide the first clues as to
his trustworthiness.
Colin's students at the art academy display little
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talent or enthusiasm for their work.
Colin studies his pupils'

drawings

In this scene
of the nude model

in the life class.

I cross over to the nearest stool, wait for
the student there to rise, sit down and gaze
at the drawing on the pad before me.
It's comprised almost entirely of
irregular triangles.
They begin at the top
of the paper and run down with increasing
boldness to the bottom.
The feet of the
figure are clad in what look like an enormous
pair of metal boots. . . .
I glance over, idly, to the drawing on my
right.
From a distance of three or four feet the
figure there looks uncommonly like a peeled
banana.
To my left, the Black Hole of
Calcutta: a mass of erasures, scratches,
crossings-out; beyond that, an armature-like
construction—arms and legs reduced to
matches—and on the other side a figure
constructed from what iQok like motor car
inner tubes and tyres.

Colin volunteers no direct opinion of his students'
capabilities.

No value judgments color his ironical

descriptions of their work.

We sense,

is not surrounded by budding geniuses.
describes their work;

though,

that he

He merely

he does not evaluate it, perhaps

because he is not really concerned with the quality of
the drawings.

We know his attitude is not due to his

own lack of artistic skill,

because he shows his

talents in the sculpture class when he reworks a
student's model.

Colin's indifference and ironical

view create a distance between him and his students.
His attitude affects others as well.

This conversation
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with his fellow art instructor and tennis partner,
Hendricks,

is more telling.

"In any case, what1re you doing here?" he
says.
"I've no idea."
"Your parents still alive?"
"No," I say.
I shake my head.
"Your wife?"
"She's not on the scene, as they say, at
present."
"Dead?"
"Not exactly."
"Divorced?"
"Not that either, I'm afraid," I tell him.
"Separated."
He gazes off, abstracted, to where sun-lit
trees are fading into shadow.
"There's nothing really to keep you,
then."
"I only got the job," I say, "for a year."
(p. 27)

This discussion is of a personal nature, yet we learn
little of Colin save that he plans to keep his job for
just a year.
going mad

We do not learn that his wife, Yvonne,

( a big crisis in a person's life).

not learn of his feelings about anything.
volunteers no information.

is

We do

Colin

We gather it slowly from

his actions, gradually assembling a picture of his
world.
Colin's world overlaps with that of the wealthy
Newman family.

On a visit to their house, Colin

alienates several of the hangers-on who sponge off the
Newmans'

hospitality.
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"I don't go in for art much," Leyland says.
"I don't go in for it at all," I tell him.
"Why do you teach it then?"
"I don't. ..."
"If you don't teach art, what're you doing
at the place?"
"I supervise.
Attend to the students'
moral needs; or to put it another way, the
student's individual spiritual requirements."
He gazes up at the other man.
His foot,
shoeless, is still cocked against his knee.
"Elizabeth invited Mr. Freestone," the
tall man says.
"Thank God," he says, "It wasn't me."
I reach down to the shoeless foot: I
remove it from the knee; with my other hand,
as Leyland's head comes up, I punch him on
the nose.
"I don't like rudeness on the whole," I
tell him.
"And invariably, when I encounter
it, I hit people on the nose."
(pp. 83-84)

The action in this scene erupts as a surprise.
minute Colin is talking calmly to Leyland,
minute he belts him.

One

the next

Colin's narration of the scene is

painstakingly objective.

He gives no indication that

Leyland's conversation angers him,

though he does

explain to the man after he hits him that he dislikes
rude behavior.
people;

Colin chooses not to communicate with

he chooses to keep them at a distance,

his actions speak for him.

letting

His nonchalance may present

an overall negative impression to people.

Mr. Newman

speaks to Colin about his attitude when he invites him
to his building site.

"I wanted the view," he tells me,
who didn't care."
"About what?"
"Anything at all."

"of someone
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"Is that the impression your detective
gives?"
He smiles.
The faint touch of color on
his cheeks has gone.
"It's an impression I get from everyone,"
he says.
(p. 186)

Of course,

the "everyone" Newman refers to is surely

people like his friend Leyland,
an obnoxious parasite.

someone we know to be

And we know Newman's own

concerns include his interest in the affair Colin is
having with his wife,

Elizabeth Newman.

This

information colors our opinion of Colin's unbiased
reproduction of Newman's dialogue.

An unimpressed

reviewer says Colin himself is the protagonist of this
story only in the most technical sense.
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But in

Colin's case we must apply the cliche which says
actions speak louder than words.

Colin says repeatedly

that he does not care about things, but his behavior
betrays a different ethic.
of action,

In many ways he is a person

just as Arthur Machin is a man of action in

This Sporting Life.
be blindly executed.

But Colin's actions do not seem to
He refuses to join the bandwagon

of common people attracted by the Newmans'

money.

He

seems to distance himself from the other characters
deliberately, perhaps because his values are higher
than theirs.

We his readers suffer some distancing by

our lack of complete understanding of his motives in
many instances.
progresses,

As the narrative of A Temporary Life

however, we find more and more to admire in
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Colin,

and the feeling of distance between reader and

narrator lessens.
Storey employs aspects of distancing in various
structural capacities to further emphasize the
isolation theme in A Temporary Life.

Compositionally,

Storey divides his plot into five parts,

each

containing an odd number of chapters, an erratic
arrangement which possibly inspires Peter Ackroyd's
comment that the book is "aimless and
incomprehensible."
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However, we recall that Henry

James had said that life contains no neat structures,
and that art organizes life.
arrangement,

Storey's haphazard

then, of the plot of A Temporary Life,

a realistic organization of life into art.
are unifying elements in the story.
development of Colin's character.

is

And there

One element is the
As we are unsure of

how to perceive Margaret Thorpe's character even at the
end of Flight into Camden,

so are we confused about

Colin's nature and reliability at the start of A
Temporary Life.

However,

though economical with his

words, Colin's actions are sufficient to present his
character in a positive light.

When the student

Rebecca Newman approaches him in an overly familiar
manner,

Colin treats her kindly and distantly.

He does

not encourage any romantic intentions she might have.
In fact,

to our knowledge,

Colin never even considers

Rebecca in a sexual context.

He is friendly to her,
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though,

and he speaks with her honestly.

"I thought you despised all this," she says.
"That's right."
"Why do it then?"
"I've no idea. . . ."
"You don't give a damn about anything,"
she says.
"I don't suppose that's true," I tell her.
(p.68)

This may be the first occasion that Colin admits he is
not totally indifferent to life.

He makes this remark

to Rebecca casually, but he is a man of so few words
that we must weigh all of them for significance.
Colin's treatment of his wife, Yvonne,
consistently kind and patient.
hospital often.

is also

He visits her at the

Indeed, he takes his temporary post at

the art school just to be near her,
is nothing "romantic"

even though there

in their present relationship.

In Chapter Three of Part Two, Colin takes Yvonne to a
restaurant during a day-long outing from the hospital.
She disconcerts a couple they meet over lunch by
discussing life at the mental institution.
accepts her actions in stride,

Colin

and afterwards he is

very understanding of her feelings.

"Those people we met today."
"Why should you mind them?" I say.
"I saw the way they looked.
I can't help
myself at times," she says.
"I was proud to be with you at that lunch
today." I stroke her hair.
"I can't communicate the things I feel."
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"I feel them too."
"There seems no point."
"There isn't any point.
That's why we're
here. ..."
"You seem so calm."
"I always am."
"You always were."
"With you I'm calm.
I don't think," I
say, "with anyone else."
(pp. 80-81)

The conversation reveals a tenderness in Colin
heretofore unseen.
of him.

This strengthens our positive image

We now strongly suspect Colin to be a man of

responsibility and sensitivity.
The longer Colin works at the art school,
insane life in the real world becomes.

the more

At one point he

says to his mother-in-law,

"I mean,

is,

(the mental institution)

the ones who go inside

inside because they're crazy:
for what it is"

(p.

57).

the amusing thing
go

they've seen the world

Colin visits his wife in the

mental institution, but the crazy people are in the
world outside.

The art teacher Pollard puts lighted

cigarettes in his pockets when he thinks he hears the
principal coming down the hall.
proves to be a

The principal, Wilcox,

bizarre kleptomaniac who steals

everything in sight and hides it in his executive
washroom while at the same time he disposes of his
urine in small glass bottles on a shelf in his office.
And when Colin and Kendal discover this hoard, Kendal
thinks the collection a work of true art.
people like this,

Compared to

Colin is indeed very rational and
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sane,

and it is no wonder he desires no close

association with them.

He also refuses to worship the

money of the Newman family.

Rebecca speaks to him of

his character in a conversation late in the novel.

"No wonder that Mathews approves of you," she
says.
She begins to laugh.
"His father's a bus-driver, you see.
He
feels you haven't sold out."
"To what?"
"To people like me, I suppose.
Like Mummy
and Daddy."
(p. 208)

Colin merely reports this conversation.
react to it in any manner at all.
ethic rather than discussing it.
Newman offers him,

He does not

Colin lives his
He refuses the job

and he resigns from the art school

only under the condition that Mathews, another teacher,
has his job safety guaranteed.

Colin's actions belie

his seemingly indifferent attitude.

As Colin's image

becomes clear to us, his actions lengthen the distance
existing between the narrator and other the characters
and the distance between the readers and the other
characters.

The distance between Colin and his readers

diminishes as these other instances of distance
increase,

so that by the end of A Temporary Life the

distance existing between narrator and reader is very
slight indeed.

The positive portrayal of Colin negates

the distance between narrator and implied author as
well,

since Colin seems to be in accord with the
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writer's values.
Storey uses distance in a more concrete form when
developing the structural motif in A Temporary Life.
Colin seems preoccupied with setting in the story,
always giving thorough descriptions of what lies to his
left and right in any given scene.

Immediately obvious

is the recurrent mention of windows,
to a surprising degree.

for these appear

Storey uses this window motif

as a further distancing element.

Windows are

structures which allow us to see what is occurring in
the world while at the same time separating us,
us from becoming involved.
windows.

keeping

Colin has an affinity with

He notices them immediately in a scene and

may usually be found

near a window when in a room.

I look back towards the window.
"Wil cox be
in fashion this year?" someone has written on
the paintwork.
"Tennis tonight, or something else?"
Hendricks has come into the room on
soft-soled shoes — lunch-time spent playing
Badminton in the gymnasium of the Technical
College across the way — and now stands by
my elbow gazing at the view.
"Spend more time looking out there than
looking at anything else, I think."
"Yes," I tell him.
(pp. 16-17)

Linking Colin with windows reinforces his detached
status, his role as an objective narrator.

When

Ferguson,

the downstairs neighbor in Colin's apartment

building,

comes up to Colin's flat to deliver a

message,

he says,

"Nice room you've got up here.

Fresh
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air,

and quite a view"

(p.170).

And when Colin visits

Yvonne after she is committed to a wing for seriously
crazy patients his only comment on her new venue is,
"'More open up here.'
better view'"

(p.

I point to the windows.

191).

'A

View is important to Colin,

perhaps because he gains perspective from the view
affordable through windows.

Through them he sees an

entire setting, not just his immediate surroundings.
He gets a broader, more complete picture of the world
he operates in.

And since windows are objects we use

for observing life without being immediately present in
it, Colin"s repeated association with windows
contributes to his spectator status and the distance he
maintains from the other characters in the book.
the same time,

At

the distance he maintains from the

reader is perhaps no thicker than a pane of glass.
Storey employs this window motif and other aspects
of distancing in the structure and the narrative
technique of A Temporary Life to stress the isolation
theme in this book.

Colin Freeman is the most

admirable Storey character we have seen thus far.

In

this book he is isolated from others not by virtue of
his own failings but by virtue of his own virtue and by
the failings of the other characters.

An ethical

distance exists between Colin and characters such as
Mr. Newman, Wilcox,
distance

Leyland,

(her insanity)

and Kendal.

A mental

separates him from his wife.
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Storey's extremely economical narrative style helps
characterize Colin and at the same time emphasizes his
distance from others.

The gradual revelation of his

character in the structure of the book further
distances him from the negative characters in the book
but lessens the distance between Colin and the readers
and Colin and the implied author.
moreover,

Storey's use,

of the window motif helps define Colin's role

as an objective narrator by stressing his spectator
role,

so that,

comprehensively, we see Storey's

artistry working technically as well as aesthetically
to further the theme of isolation in A Temporary Life.

CHAPTER IV:

SAVILLE

Saville represents David Storey's most recent and
his most ambitious novel.
of his other fiction,

Over twice the length of any

the book portrays Storey's theme

of isolation in epic proportions,

incorporating

elements from all of his previous works to create a
single, comprehensive tale of the working class.
Saville traces the life of Colin Saville from just
prior to his birth to his early adulthood.

The son of

a coal-miner, Colin experiences the familiar sense of
alienation from his family and friends that all of
Storey's working-class protagonists seem to feel, an
isolation caused by education and a changing sense of
values.

Reviewing Saville.

Eric Korn refers to the

book as "fiercely autobiographical."
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The theme and

situations portrayed in Saville have much in common
with events in Storey's own life and in his earlier
writings.
distinct,

But Storey makes this particular work
as indeed he does all of his novels,

method of presentation.

by his

His technical choices in

Saville enhance the theme of isolation in the book
while creating a new piece of fiction.

The primary
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technical concern in our study of Savi11e is Storey's
handling of distance.

3y using distance in the

narrative and structural patterns of the novel, Storey
paints a detailed picture of Colin Seville's plight.
In Seville,

Storey returns to using third-person,

the narrative mode he employed in Radcliffe and
Pasmore-

And despite its bulk,

dramatic novel,

Saville is still a

for little authorial comment comes

through in the story.

What we learn in Saville comes

to us through scenic descriptions and dialogue.

There

is no dramatized narrator in Saville. only an implied
author who, as Booth puts it,

"stands behind the

scenes, whether as stage manager, as puppeteer,
an indifferent God,

or as

silently paring his fingernails."
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The absence of a dramatized narrator distances us from
the story in Saville.

One reviewer describes the

effect of the narration by saying,
at the window of the cottage,
the cold glass,

spellbound."
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"The reader stands

his face pressed against
In a sense, we are

limited to what we can see from the cottage window,
because most of the narration in Saville comes to us
through Colin, who serves as what Booth calls the
implied author's "center of consciousness."
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Focusing

and limiting the point-of-view in this manner complies
with the "Exit Author" principle that Beach,
and James advocate in fiction.

Lubbock,

Using Colin in this way

also focuses our attention upon him in the same way we
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focus upon a dramatized narrator,

so that it is

primarily his isolation that we are aware of in the
story.

We may define,

like Storey's dramatized

narrators, Colin's role in the novel through his
relationships with other characters in the book.
Colin's isolation begins at an early age.
like Storey's other protagonists,

inherently a loner.

This characteristic is evident to his parents
us)

He is,

(and to

even at his birth.

It was a strange child. ... It never cried.
Its silence astonished him, its gravity, an
almost melancholy thing. . . .
They called it Colin.
It was the name of
her mother's father, the only member of her
family she'd ever admired, a sailor who was
seldom home. . . .

Colin is named after a wanderer, a significant
parallel.
is a quiet,

As a baby and into his early childhood Colin
self-contained boy.

His first experiences

with feelings of isolation come from typical childhood
misconceptions.

For example, when his mother goes to

the hospital to give birth to his brother Steven, Colin
feels he has been abandoned.

His mother was away for six weeks.
In the
end he decided she wasn't coming back and at
night, in bed, he tried to invent a life for
himself and Mrs. Shaw. . . .
When, finally, they went to fetch his
mother he felt frozen all over.
It was as if
everything had been numbed. ... He couldn't
remember what his mother looked like, or what
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kind of person she was.

(p.56)

We perceive this scene largely from Colin's child's
perspective.

His feelings of isolation are keen, and

we can sympathize with his misunderstanding of his
situation from the distance and with the knowledge of
adulthood.
Colin's formal education contributes to his
isolation from the working class.

The decision to

educate Colin for a career other than that of a
pit-worker originates with his parents, not with Colin.
They coach him through examinations and send him to
school in the nearby city.

Colin's life becomes

dominated by an endless pattern of sleep,
homework.

school,

and

Because the school is so far away, Colin

leaves home early in the morning and cannot return
until late.

The physical distance of the school causes

a disruption in his personal life.

In the evening he sometimes played in the
field at the back of the house; the rest of
the time he spent on homework.
The village
involved him less and less; it was more of an
imconvenience, its distance and remoteness.
He seldom saw his father: sometimes he would
have left on a morning before his father came
home from work, or, if he were working
afternoons, he'd be in bed by the time his
father got back.
(p. 186)

Sending Colin away to school separates him from his
family,

but the remoteness of his school is not solely
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responsible for Colin's feelings of distance.

As his

years at the school progress, Colin finds he has less
and less in common with the boys who have remained in
the village.

This conversation takes place between

Colin and his mother at a war-victory party given in
the village neighborhood.

"You didn't celebrate much, in any case," she
said....
"Oh," he said, shrugging.
"I mainly
stayed in here."
"You and Ian and Michael Reagan, I expect,
are above it all," she said. . . .
"Do you feel above it all?" she said.
He shook his head.
"I suppose I feel
apart."
"Is that the grammar school," she said,
"we shall have to thank for that?"
"You wanted me to go," he said.
"Yes," she said.
"Don't worry, love.
I'm
not complaining."
"I don't feel I'm part of anything there,
either," he said, "if it comes to that.". . .
"I suppose that's a phase you go through."
She glanced across at him and smiled.
"Aren't there other boys like you?"
"I suppose there are."
"Don't they feel out of it?"
"I've no idea."
(pp. 356-357)

This scene is very dramatic.

What we learn of Colin's

feelings comes primarily from conversations such as
these,

punctuated with no or little authorial comment.

Colin does not identify with either the members of the
working class or the more educated people in his
school.

Colin's own personality is largely

responsible for this

reticence in his nature.
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"Do you know what they call you at the High
School?"
"No."
He shook his head again.
"Brooder."
She laughed, flinging back her head.
"I can't see why."
"No," she said.
"I don't suppose you
can."
(p. 400)

Colin is a solemn young man.

And since most of

what we learn is limited to what Colin experiences, we
absorb our information from the same conversations and
descriptions in the book as Colin.

This isolation

within Colin causes a further distancing between the
readers and the story since we observe events from his
cautious perspective.
Structurally, Saville's arrangement is a longer
version of novels like Flight into Camden and A
Temporary Life.

Five unequal parts containing

irregular numbers of chapters present Colin's life
linearly, covering perhaps a total of twenty-five
years.

Within this linear arrangement we find a

gradual revelation of Colin's character,

just as we

gradually learn about the narrators of Storey's other
fiction.
Colin is an extremely ethical young man.

His

morality distances him from the other characters in
■Saville in the same way Colin Freestone is isolated
from less-ethical people in A Temporary Life.

We learn

of Colin's values gradually through the restricted
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exposition in the novel.
structurally,

This revelation works

revealing a progressive pattern in

Colin's sense of

isolation but at the same time

lessening the distance we feel from him.
Even as a small child Colin possesses dignity and
values.

"He'll not be bought off,"

(p.

19)

his

father's friends say when Colin refuses to hold out his
hand for a free coin.

Later, as a boy of ten, Colin

puts in an honest day's summer labor stocking in the
fields despite the lazy example set by his adult
co-workers.

Colin also believes in loyalty.

Although

he feels apart from the boys in the village, he does
not hesitate to get involved and defend the
neighborhood underdog.

He felt a strange sense of loyalty to his
friend, his portly figure, and felt drawn to
defend him whenever, in Bletchley's presence,
he was ridiculed or attacked.
"Belcher's all right," he would say to
Batty. . . .
"Do you want a fight or something?
If I
want to shout after Belch I bloody shall."
They'd fought then for half an hour. . . .
(p. 248)

Colin's moral code makes him defend Ian Bletchley,
even though Ian is an obnoxious boy.
absolutely honorable.
class barriers.

His behavior

Colin is
is not based on

But ethical and class differences

cause his ultimate alienation from his family, because
Colin's ideas about what is important in life differs
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from those of his parents.

"It's prostitution," Colin said.
His father balked; he gazed at him with a
sudden fury.
"What's prostitution?". . .
"Hiring me out."
"Hiring who out?"
"Me out."
"You're not hired out to ought."
"It's supposed to be enlightenment I've
acquired, not learning how to make a better
living."
"It's both.
I thought it would have been
both," his mother said.
"But how can it be?
The one is in
conflict with the other.
The one's opposed
to the other," Colin said.
"Nay," his father said disowningly.
"This
man is a mystery to me."
(p. 521)

Colin's parents tell him he has changed.
he has reached,

instead,

a realization.

He tells them
Colin's

education helps to define his already inherent sense of
good values, because he learns there is more to life
than making a lot of money.

But his parents are locked

into their working-class ideas where money and an easy
living are of prime importance since these things have
always been elusive.

They turn their back on Colin

rather than trying to understand him.
The result of Colin's education, his morality, and
his own personal reticence is a general alienation from
everything—his family,
school.

his home, his friends, and his

He exists in a newly-founded purgatory for

people of his ilk—educated above their working-class
origins yet unable or not wanting to accept the values
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of a higher class,

Colin's girlfriend,

Elizabeth,

tells him,

"You don't really belong to anything," she
said.
"You're not really a teacher;
you're
not really anything.
You don't belong to any
class, since you live with one class, respond
like another, and feel attachments to none."
(p. 544)

Colin's feeling of classlessness is part of his
positive image.

He is truly an individual,

refusing to

be easily grouped with a specific class and the values
associated with it.

The inherent feeling of isolation

in Colin intensifies as he grows into manhood.

His

ideas isolate him from his family and the people in the
village.

We observe Colin's isolation mainly through

his eyes in the narration of Saville.

And Colin is a

reliable "center of consciousness," because his values
are

(we hope)

our values, and are in keeping with the

implied author's.

Our view from the eyes of the

younger Colin is slightly clouded by the ignorance of
his youth, but as he matures his perceptions sharpen,
so that the narration in the latter parts of Saville
portray Colin fully aware of his own isolation.
Storey highlights Colin's isolation in several
ways with motifs which trace the development of Colin's
ethical nature and underscore his growing sense of
alienation.

Storey borrows these motifs from his

earlier books.

In A Sporting Life. Arthur Machin
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learns there is more to life than a

game of rugby.

The rugby game appears on several occasions in Saville.
Upon entering the city grammar school,
the school rugby squad.

Colin trains for

The first day at practice he

learns the gentlemanly approach to sports.

"What boys have played rugby league, then?"
Platt said.
One or two boys put up their hands.
"We don't want any rugby league players
here."
He gave a laugh.
"We'll reserve
judgement on those who have played the game,"
he added.
He glanced around.
"There are three sports played in this
area at this time of the year," Platt said.
"One is soccer, a game which, in my opinion,
might, with profit, have been reserved for
girls; one is rugby league, which is played
very largely by people for money; and the
third is rugby union, a fair and equitable
game, played at our oldest universities as
well as by all our major public schools.
It
is a game conceived by and therefore, quite
naturally, played by gentlemen, and
gentlemanly shall be the conduct of those who
play the game under Mr. Hepworth's and my
supervision."
(p.174)

Colin is a born athlete.

He excels at rugby and

applies himself to the game the way he applies himself
to everything.
him,

His wealthy friend, Stafford,

laughs at

"You even play football as if you meant it.

And

if there's anything more futile than playing sport I've
yet to see it"

(p.

389).

Of course, Stafford is a

spoiled member of the upper class,

and,

never having

had to apply himself to anything, he does not
understand Colin's dedication to achievement.
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The game of
rugby league.

the working class,

Yet Stafford,

tells him that all games are futile.
ingenuous in his dedication.

parents'

is

Colin must learn to play rugby union,

the game of gentlemen.

school,

Colin's class,

a born gentleman,
Colin is almost

He attends the city

a school he does not particularly like, at his
bidding.

At school he learns rugby union is

the honorable game of gentlemen,

so he applies himself

to rugby as well as to his studies.

This game motif

appears again later in the novel when Colin, now a
teacher,

is reprimanded for using unorthodox methods of

instruction.

"Does that music go or you?"
"That's for you to decide," he said.
"Then you go, I'm afraid," he added.
"Not
that I'm not sorry.
The football team's
improved by leaps and bounds since you came
to school.
Unfortunately, life isn't made up
of bloody football."
(p. 539)

Colin's principal speaks of football largely in an
abstract sense.

Yet his words are also literally true,

and Colin is appalled when he learns that

his brother

Steven has signed a contract to play rugby league.

"I hear they've asked you to sign
professional.
There was a man there from the
city."
"Yes," Steven said, his face reddened from
the game, his nose, which had been damaged,
fastened with plaster.
"Will you go?" he said.
"Well," he said, "it's quite a bit of
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brass."
"Won't they turn you into a sausage?"
"What sort of sausage?"
He said,
beginning to laugh.
"Doing it for money."
"And what's wrong with money all of a
sudden?
Dost mean tha doesn't want it when
tha does a job of work?"
"But not for doing that," he said.
"Doing
it for the money becomes the end. ..."
A few days later two men came to the
house: a chauffeur-driven car was parked at
the door. . . .
"Two hundred pounds," he said slowly,
following the writing with his fingers then
stabbing at the figures.
"And all due," he
added, "to my powers of persuasion."
"Nay, but it fastens him up more firmly,"
Colin said.
"Why did you sell him for as
much as that?"
"Oh, take no notice," his mother said.
"You can have no doubt he would have a
comment."
(pp. 583-584)

Colin resents his parents'

priorities.

They

insist he go to a good school and educate himself above
the working class, but only as a means of making more
money.

They do not force Steven to follow in Colin's

footsteps the way they forced Colin to struggle;

they

are content to have Steven succeed in the normal ways
people of their class do, by working in the pits or,

if

they are brawny enough, by playing rugby league.
Colin's education has taught him that rugby league,
playing the game not for the thrill of the sport but
for the money,

is tantamount to prostitution.

He can

no longer identify with his parents or his brothers,
and he resents their part in his enforced alienation.
Storey employs another familiar motif in Saville.
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that of the journey,
Flight into Caiaden

or flight.

He uses this motif in

to illustrate Margaret's attempts

to break away from the restrictions of the working
class.
manner.

In Saville.

this motif works much in the same

The journey highlights the divided environment

that Colin inhabits,

that of life in the city school as

opposed to life in his family's village, a dichotomy
markedly similar to Storey's own memories of living as
a student in London and as an athlete and member of the
working class in Northern England.
The journey motif first appears in the second
chapter of Part One of Saville. a portion of the book
which serves as a sort of prologue to Colin's birth.
The Savilles'

first-born, Andrew,

is an unusual child.

Even at age three he possesses an untamed temperament.

Shortly after they moved Andrew ran away from
home. ... He had been found several miles away,
walking steadily along the road to a neighbouring
village; he was quiet and composed: Ellen sat with
him by the fire; he scarcely seemed conscious of
having gone away.
Perhaps the warmth that greeted his returnpersuaded him to leave again. . . .
Finally on a third occasion, he was spotted by
a tradesman on the same road leading out of the
village.
"But where were you going?" Saville asked him.
"I don't know," the boy said. . . .
Andrew stayed home.
It was almost a year
before he began to wander off again, his eyes
wide, startled, whenever he was brought back. . . .
(pp. 12-13)

Andrew dies of pneumonia shortly after this scene,

and
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his life seems to serve as just an interesting anecdote
in the opening descriptions of the Saville family.
Years later,

however,

a grown-up Colin sees skillful

drawings made by his deceased older brother and asks
his mother about the boy.

"At any rate, you could say he was going to be
an artist.
He had the nature as well as the
gift."
"What nature?" Colin said.
"Oh, the nature." His mother traced her
finger along a chair.
"He was very unruly."
"In what way?" he said. . . .
"He was always wandering off."
"Where to?"
"I've no idea.
He seemed to have nowhere in
mind he was going to."
A blankness in his brother's intentions
suddenly faced him, just as presumably it had
faced his mother; she gazed steadily before
her.
"Away from here, at least," she said. . . .
He visited his brother's grave a few days
later and found to his surprise it had been
recently weeded. . . .
He felt a peculiar detachment: some part of
his mind had been displaced, fragmented, cast
away.
He walked out of the cemetary towards
the village. ... He glanced back to the
cemetary where, unknown, his brother was buried
and felt, prompted by the child, a sense of
mission, a new containment, a vulnerability
which numbed him to the bone.
(pp. 500-502)

The conversation about Andrew brings the earlier scene
from the dead boy's life into focus.

Colin identifies

with Andrew's desire to get away from the village.
There is even some intimation in the story that Colin
is Andrew reincarnated.

As a three-year-old child,

Andrew could not possibly understand why he wished to
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flee his environment, yet he tried repeatedly to leave
the safety of his home and parents.
can see the stagnation,

As an adult,

Colin

the lack of freedom in

existence in the village,

and knowing about Andrew's

desires helps Colin to understand his own.

Colin came home each evening from school as
he might to a prison: he dreaded the street,
he dreaded the houses, he dreaded the pit;
the village was like a hole in the ground. .
. . The village was derelict; it was like a
wreck, cast up in the wilderness of fields
and on the shores of that ever-growing heap.
Most evenings, if he could, he delayed
coming home at all. . . . There was a
wilfulness in his isolation; all the time,
despite his longing, he was anchored to the
village. . . . There was nothing to come back
to.
(p. 519)

Colin's intellectual and spiritual isolation
demand a physical departure from a place with which he
no longer has any sense of connection.

Colin is

educated above his family's environment, yet tied to it
through his moral obligation to pay the family back by
helping support them.

The money Steven earns as a

professional athlete helps make Colin dispensable,

so

that on the last page of the novel Colin finally does
leave the village.

"Nay, I shall come back," he said.
"I'm not
going off forever."
"No," she said, yet it was as if she
sensed she would never see him again, or he
the village or the family: the ugliness of
the engine would take him away.
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The whistle sounded. . . .
The carriage jolted: a moment later it was
gliding away beneath the bridge.
He leaned
out and glimpsed her figure; then, in a cloud
of steam, she disappeared.
The cutting obscured the village.
Finally, as the embankment sank he saw the
church, the ruin of the manor on a distant
hill, the idling of the smoke above the pit.
The side of the cutting rose again and
when, a little later, the train ran across
the fields all signs of the village had
disappeared.
Above a distant line of trees a
smear of blackish smoke appeared.
(pp.
596-597).

The flight motif emphasizes Storey's isolation
theme in an interesting manner.

The early episode

describing the child Andrew's wanderings introduces the
flight pattern,

then it lies dormant until an adult

Colin learns from Andrew's example and implements it to
a constructive end.
Colin's escape.
comment.

This final passage describes

Storey renders this scene without

The last sentence of the novel is just a

description of the view from the departing train's
window.

Yet we can sense Colin's feeling of release

without Storey actually describing it to us.
dramatic,

spare technique,

His

skillfully employed, makes

such commentary extraneous.
In Saville.

Storey combines aspects from his own

life and early writings to create a definitive
working-class novel and a study of isolation in the
individual.

The theme of isolation is common to all of

Storey's works; his technique wields that theme to
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create new pieces of literature.

The spare,

third-person narration in Saville establishes a
distance in the novel,

a distance abetted by Colin's

brooding perspective.

The motifs give this saga not

only a self-contained unity but also

a direct link

with Storey's own past and his earlier novels, making
Saville a fitting finale to Storey's fiction to the
present.

CONCLUSION

Norman Friedman tells us that form determines
meaning in a work.

We have seen how David Storey uses

form in various ways to strengthen the impact of the
theme of

isolation in his novels.

Within a common

working-class setting, Storey employs a variety of
techniques to amplify the central meaning of his works
while defining each as an exclusive artistic endeavor.
His handling of distance is particularly effective in
this effort.
When considering point-of-view, we see that Storey
works with distance in a variety of ways to emphasize
the isolation in his fiction.
through

He narrates his stories

alienated narrators in A Sporting Life. Flight

into Camden. and A Temporary Life, and a brooding
"center of consciousness"

in Saville.

The alienation

of these characters provides a form of distancing in
each work which enhances the central theme of
isolation.

Storey's artistry, however,

technique from becoming redundant.
unreliable narrator
Life.

keeps this

Arthur Machin is an

in Storey's first novel,

A Sporting

His limited viewpoint alienates the reader as
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well as the other characters in the book.
second book,

Flight into C.amden

r

In his

Margaret Thorpe's

dogged neutrality projects an ambivalence difficult to
resolve,

emphasizing her distance from the other

characters in the work and creating a distance with the
reader.

Ten years later,

in A Temporary Life Storey

portrays Colin Freestone as an admirable character.
His understated irony reveals his trustworthiness in a
world full of lunatics in a manner which charms the
reader and closes any distance we might feel because of
his reserve.
protagonist,

Colin Saville, Storey's latest
is also a positive character. Tragically

forced to deny his origins, he alienates his family but
forms a close bond with the reader. All of Storey's
central characters experience feelings of isolation,
but we see a progression from the negative to the
positive in his writings, a progression which perhaps
reflects Storey's own resolution of the dichotomy
entailed in being

a member of the working-class in a

changing environment.
Structurally,

the action of Storey's novels flow

in a realistic,

irregular pattern which accurately

imitates life.

Within this framework, Storey utilizes

common motifs drawn from his own experiences to
reemphasize isolation as well as to provide unity in
the works.
character,

Arthur Machin,

largely an animalistic

is likened to an ape to stress his inability
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to communicate with other people.

Margaret Thorpe's

attempt to break her bonds v/ith her working-class
environment institutes a pattern of flight which
continues until she returns to the fold.

Colin

Freestone uses windows to gain perspective when
examining various scenes in his life,

but these same

windows also stress his firm detachment and
objectivity.

Colin Saville learns lessons from the

game of rugby as well as his dead brother's childhood
desire to flee their working-class world.

These images

all come from Storey's working-class background;

they

also highlight the isolation implicit in each book.
Through all of his books,

regardless of his

choices in matters concerning distancing in the
point-of-view and structure of his works, Storey
employs the same spare, dramatic style.

His economical

technique has caused some reviewers to label his works
as incomplete or lacking.

Of This Sporting Life, an

anonymous reviewer writes,

"In his determination not to

fake anything Mr.

Storey has turned his back on

literature with an all too thoroughgoing zeal."
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Frank McGuinness calls Flight into Camden "freqently
dull and pedestrian in pace.
*5 £
lacks diversity of mood."

.

. Margaret's character

Paul Bailey faults A

Temporary Life for vagueness.

It was the kind of book in which you read
about a "kind of student," "a kind of move,"

"a kind of harmony," "a kind of groan," and
"a kind of haze."
David Storey is the kind
of author who writes that kind of book.
It
made me kind of crazy. . .

Saville's reviews are largely positive, perhaps because
of

its intricate detail.

Yet David Caute still

maintains that "The death and burial of naturalism is
an event which David Storey seems not to have
noticed."
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To offset these criticisms, however, we

may remember that E. H. Gombrich,

in his discussion of

the relationship between form and meaning in art, tells
us,

"The artist

of him,

'imitates'

and the beholder,

'subject'

the

'external form'

in his turn,

of the work of art by this

in front

recognizes the

'form'."
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Storey's technique provides exactly what Gombrich
suggests—the "external form."

We as readers,

to

recall Booth's charge, must bring a responsibility to
our reading of a work,

the responsibility to read

carefully and intelligently so that we fully understand
the author's objective.
necessary externals.
obligation,

Thus Storey provides only the

We are left,

to fill in the details.

under our
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